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MONT BLANC GROUP . • 

MoNT BLANC (4,8Io m. I5,782 ft.). By the Via della Pera on the 
Brenva (North-East) face. July 31, rgsr. Messrs. I. G. Charleson, J. 
(~arswell, Andre Roch, and C. S. Tilly. They left the fixed bivouac on 
the Col de la Fourche at 00.45, reached Col Moore at or .25, and had 
completed the traverse to the base of the rocks below the Pear buttress 
by 03.45· The foot of the Pear was reached at 05.ro, and the buttress 
was climbed by its outer face to the prominent snow ledge, above 
which the ascent of the South-East face on the left took them to the 
top of the Pear buttress at o8.45. The upper part of the climb was 
chiefly made on snow, the Aiguille de la Belle Etoile being passed on 
the .right, and the exit from the upper ice couloir was made to the right 
under the upper seracs, above which they halted at ro.45. They then 
went up to Coll\1ajor and reached the summit of Mont Blanc at 12.30. 
T.he ascent was led by M. Andre Roch, and the above times are approxi
mate, except those for the start and for the summit of the Pear buttress. 
(From notes supplied by Mr. C. S. Tilly. Editor.) 

• • 

MoNT BI::.ANC (4,8Io m. 15,782 ft.). By Route Major on the Brenva 
(North-East) face. The night of September, r6jr7, 1951. Captain 
M. E. B. Banks, R.M. and Lieut. F.- R. Brooke, R.N./ · They left the 
Torino ·hut at the Col du Geant at os .ro on September 16, and reached 
the fixed bivouac on the Col de la Fourche at 07 .30. lJeaving again a• 
about o8.3o they went down to Col Moore (09.30) to examine the route 
for an ascent next day. There it was decided to attempt Route 1\Iajor 
by moonlight that night and they returned to the fixed bivouac, at 
which they rested during the afternoon. Having left again at 17 .20, 
they reached Col Moore at r8.zo, and the Sentinelle bivouac at 20.00 
with a short halt on the way to put on crampons. No halt was made 
there, and they reached and crossed the great couloir near its narrows, 
thereafter ascending its (true) right edge to above the first step on the 
ridge of Route Major. Iced rocks caused considerable difficulty and 
one repulse on the ascent to the crest of the rib, which was reached at 
21 .oo just apove the first step. No difficulty was met on the first snow 
an~te, but the ice ledge and ice chimneys on the Middle buttress gave 
some trouble. A halt was rnade on the top of the Middle outtress from 
23.10 to 23.40. They had to cut some steps in ice just. below the rock 
outcrop between the second and third snow aretes, but with that 
exception they were able to walk together up the snow aretes. The 
ascent of the Pedestal gave them some hard climbing, and they were 
defeated by the ' U nclimbable ' corner, where the low level of the 
snow below the crack made the ascent impossible. ·They accordingly 
traversed round the rock tongue, there finding good snow. The ~mall 
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chimney in the recess above was found~~ be very hard indeed, and the 
upper gully on the Final buttress was climbed throughout, two small 
overhangs calling for combined tactics. The final ice cliff proved to be 
easy, and they reached the upper snow slopes at o6.35 on September 17. 
The summit of Mont Blanc v1as gained at o8 .oo in rapidly deteriorating 
':veather. They halted at the V allot hut ; slept through the afternoon 
at the Grands Mulets ; and walked down in the evening to the Plan 
de l'Aiguille, where they passed the night. (From information supplied 
by Lieut. Brooke. We must congratulate these two mountaineers on a 
magnificent and very remarkable expedition. Ed£tor.) 

AIGUILLE DE BLAITIERE, PorNTE DE CHAMONIX. West face direct . 
First ascent July 28, 1950. Bernard Pierre with Gaston Rebuffat. 
Approach by the Glacier de Blaitiere and start the climb in a direct line 
below the summit of the Pointe de Chamonix, firstly by the rocks and 
then by a traverse to the right along a ledge to reach the glac£er suspendu. 
Climb the ice cliff for two-thirds of its height and then traverse to the 
left for about roo ft. on to the rocks. A prominent buttress descends 
from the summit of the Pointe de Chamonix de Blaitiere bet,:veen the 
Reynier couloir on the south and a deep couloir on the north. Below 
the vires Reynier the buttress divides. The general line of the route 
follows the left-hand ridge. It does not present great difficulties, being 
mainly of standard Ill with two passages of IV. The situation is 
magnificent. Where steep slabs make further progress impossible, 
traverse to the right for about 70 ft. to reach a depression which leads 
back in a semi-circle to the left in a sort of couloir to regain the line of 
the route on the vires Reynier. Follow this to the right for about 30 yards 
and climb the buttress on its right hand side. An overhang is sur
mounted (V) and from the top of the buttress the climb is finished by 
the d£edre of the North-west arete. 

Timetable. Plan de l'Aiguille 5 A.M. Foot of rocks 6.30. Upper 
arete 8.30. Summit I 1 .30. (This expedition was referred to in our 
last number.) 

GRAIAN ALPS GRAN PARADISO DISTRICT 

CoLLE DI LEVIONA (3,325 m.*). First crossing. August ro, 1951. 
Mr .. J. Sanseverino with V. Perruchon left the Rifugio Vittorio 
Sella at 04.30, and reached the pass at o8.ro. The final slope was very 
steep and necessitated a considerable amount of step-cutting. The 
descent on the V alsavaranche side was easy. 

According to the Italian A.C. guide-book,! this pass was first crossed 
by E. A. Aldridge, G. W. Lloyd and G. Y eld with B. Pession on August 
12, 1910. If A.J. xxv, 356 is consulted, however, it will be noticed 
that they did not complete the traverse but merely descended the western 
side for a very short distance in order to gain the north-west ridge of the 
Punta di Leviona (3,420 m.). 

* Sheet 41, I.S.O., Carta d'Italia, I ; 25,000. 
1 Guida dei 1'v1onti d'Italia (Gran Paradise), p. 206 . 
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PUNTA TIMORION (3,034 m .. *). First .recorded ascent. August xo, 
1951. The same party scrambled to the summit of this small peak 
from the Valle del'Inferno after their passage of the Colle di Leviona. 
No difficulties were experienced, and no trace of a previous ascent was 
found.2 · 

. . 

CoLLE DEL TuF (3,255 m.*). First' tourist ·' crossing. August 11, 
1951. The same party left the Alpi di Leviona di Mezzo at 05.30., 
and reached the pass at approximately o8.3o. They descended to 
Cogne via the Rifugio Vittorio Sella. No difficulties were encountered . 

. It is strange that this pass should have been overlooked by the 
pioneers as it is the lowest depression between the Gran Paradiso and 
Grivola.3 · · 

-· 

CoLLE VALLETTA (c. 3,280 m.§). First 'tourist' crossing. August 
13, 1951. The same party, starting from the Alpi -di Money 
at 04.00, attained the col at 07.45. The climb proved to be easy but 
strenuou~ owing to extremely unpleasant' clapey.' The same may be 
said of the descent to the V aleille valley. 

This pass was first reached by ·G. Y eld and G. Trundle with S. Henry 
and T. B. Bich on July 31, 1882,4 after traversing the Punta Cissetta 
(3,419 m.). They then descended the eastern side to the Valeille. The 
first ascent from the west was made by G. Bobba and L. Gadin with E. 
Jeantet on August 16, 1893.5 According to Perruchon, thi~ pass was 
most certainly used by chamois-hunters in the past. 

I 

PENNINES 

THE WEISSHORN (4,505 m. 14,804 ft.). By the Schalligrat from the 
Weisshorn Hut, July 30, 1951. Messrs. 0. B. Howl, A. J. Imrie, 
A. C. Kerr, and G. F. Dixon. 

The Schalligrat is seldom climbed from the W eisshorn hut, the hut 
book showing only one party in 1949 and none at all in 1950, ':Vhile our 
party was the first to ascend the route in I 9 5 I . The foot of the 
Schalligrat can be reached .from the hut in about 4 hours by crossing the 
two upper bays of the Schalligletscher quite close to the south-eastern 
face of the W eisshorn. The two bays are separated by a formidable 
cliff some 6oo ft. high. This constitutes the principal difficulty of the 
traverse to the foot of the ridge, and has to be climbed in the dark. 
The way up this cliff starts about 30 yards to the right of a prominent 
gully which slopes up from right to left and is clearly visible· from the 
hut. A careful reconnaissance is advisable, though a close approach is 

. not possible in the afternoon owing to the danger of stonefalls. 
We left the hut at I .40, our route first following the usual way to the 

east ridge and crossing the Fluhgletscher. Above this a rocky wall 

* Sheet 41, I.S.O., Carta d'Italia, 1 : 25,000. 
2 (Juida dei Monti d' Italia {Gran Paradiso), p. 206. 
3 ldern, p. 208. §Sheet 41, I.S.E., Carta d'Italia, 1: 25,000. 
4 A.J., 11. 114 and 17. 455· 5 R.M. 13. 184. 
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about I oo ft. high was climbed to the eastern bay of the Schalligletscher. 
We then moved across this bay, gaining height all the time, to the foot 
of the rock waH. There was no bergschrund at this point. The wall 
proved to be very steep and rather difficult in the dark for the first Ioo ft., 
but above this the angle eased off and rapid progress was made to the 
higher, western branch of the glacier. Two hundred feet of steep ice led 
to a level expanse of neve from which it was possible to contour round 
a snow-slope and take to the rocks at a level slightly higher than the 
Schallijoch. From here easy rocks led to the foot of the ridge, reached 
at 6.I5. 

The first part of the ridge consists of large red granite towers which 
are avoided by easy rocks and scree on the south side. About 500 ft. 
higher, the character of the rock suddenly changes to a smooth green 
and the ridge can be followed, easily at first, but the angle rapidly 
steepens. The top of this section gives about Ioo ft. of difficult 
climbing, above which there is a cairn marking Point 4,055 m. (shown 
on the Carte N ationale). A short horizontal section follows and the 
ridge becomes narrow and exposed with almost vertical sides. Above 
this the rock again changes to the red granite and the ridge becomes very 
steep. This part, some 400 to soo ft. in height, presents a series of 
interesting route-finding problems to · a guideless pany. Above this 
delectable section the angle eases off considerably. This point was 
reached at about I I .o A.M. and we were disconcerted to find that the 
rocks above were covered with a thick layer of new snow. Progress 
became slow. Masses of soft loose snow had to be moved from the rocks 
or trodden down, though occasionally it \Vas possible to traverse along 
on the top of the almost vertical rocks on the south side, underneath a 
small crumbly cornice. Eventually a small tower wa_s reached about 
three-quarters of the way up the ridge where a curious break in the 
continuity of the ridge occurs. Above this tower the ridge loses itself 
in the south-east face of the mountain and a traverse to the left across 
the head of a wide couloir has to be made to a point where the ridge 
rises again in a huge red tower of forbidding aspect. This point was 
reached at 4 P .M. The red tower was turned on the south-east face 
much ·more easily than had seemed possible from below, though un
sound rock on the face ·added to the difficulties caused by the loose 
snow. Above this point two gendarmes were turned on the right and 
three others, more or less free from snow, followed. The rocks were 
easy but steep and sensational and the gendarmes were separated by 
short and very narrow snow ridges of soft new snow which required 
great care. The summit was reached at 5.20 P.M. 

We started down the east ridge at 5.40 and made fairly rapid pro
gress until the glacier was reached about 8.30. Here, unfortunately, 
the way was lost owing to inadequate reconnaissance of the return route 
on the previous day. Considerable wandering and casting to and fro 
was indulged in, but eventually the route was found and the hut was 
regained about midnight. 

G. F. DIXON . 
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